
Website Migration Checklist
Phase 01
Initial setup: laying the foundation for success

Share access credentials: Provide access credentials to your current site, including 
hosting, plugins, and any third-party integrations. This ensures that our team can access 
the necessary components for migration.

Share analytics accounts: Share access to your Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager 
accounts for seamless migration of analytics data. This allows us to maintain continuity in 
tracking and analysis post-migration.

Environment setup: Our team will set up the development, staging, and production 
environments on Altis Cloud, ensuring a robust foundation for your website. This includes 
configuring servers, databases, and necessary software components.

Establish communication channels: We’ll set up communication channels (normally via 
Slack) to facilitate seamless collaboration between you, our delivery team, and our support 
teams. This keeps everyone is on the same page throughout the migration process.

Craft launch plan: For a migration process that is well-coordinated and executed 
efficiently, you’ll work alongside our team to craft a comprehensive launch plan with clear 
action items, responsible parties, and deadlines.

Phase 02
Development and staging user acceptance testing: navigating the initial stages

Plugin, theme, and database migration: It’s time to get website components transferred 
smoothly! Migrate plugins, themes, and database to the development and staging 
environments, resolving any compatibility issues along the way.

User data import: We’ll maintain user continuity and deliver a seamless transition for your 
audience as we transfer user accounts from the current site to the development, staging, 
and production environments.

Content transition: Next up is a transition of media imports across all environments, 
including images, videos, and other multimedia content.

Testing: We’ll make sure all functionalities are working as expected before proceeding 
to production by performing the set up and testing on development and staging 
environments, including Single Sign-On (SSO) configuration.

Performance benchmarking: To provide a baseline for performance comparison post-
migration, we’ll capture Lighthouse scores of the existing site for benchmarking purposes.

Address any concerns: Before moving to production, our team will identify and address 
any concerns from the User Acceptance Testing (UAT) on pre-production environments.
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Phase 03
Production preparation before DNS switchover: getting ready for the big move

Content freeze: We’ll avoid any changes to the site during the migration process by 
implementing a content freeze then exporting the latest database.

Deployment: It’s time to deploy to the production environment and configure SSO, which 
prepares the production environment for the final migration.

Data import: With the production environment up to date with the latest content, we’ll 
transfer the latest media files and database content to the production environment.

DNS configuration: We’ll then reduce current DNS Time-To-Live (TTL) on the live site to 
support the upcoming launch. This minimises downtime during the DNS switchover.

SSL certificates: Our Altis team will handle all SSL certificates. This ensures that your 
website remains secure throughout the migration process.

Domain setup: To confirm your domain is properly configured to point to the new Altis 
Cloud environment, we’ll assist with domain setup from Altis Cloud Dashboard and 
configure DNS with your IT team.

Phase 04
Production UAT: final checks and balances

Validation: We’ll check everything is functioning correctly before going live, then validate 
redirects and conduct User Acceptance Testing (UAT) on the production environment.

Client sign-off: Ready for launch? We’ll check you’re happy and obtain sign-off for the 
production environment then schedule the go-live time.

Phase 05
Launch day: it’s go time!

War room setup: Just to be on the safe side, we’ll establish a dedicated space around the 
go-live time with all stakeholders involved for prompt actioning.

Greenlighting the launch: we’ll ensure Google indexing permissions and execute the  
DNS switchover.

Transition verification: Conduct regression testing and verification on the production site 
for a smooth transition. This ensures that everything is working correctly post-migration.


